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In order to correct the altimeter range for tropospheric humidity, a Microwave Radiometer is added to altimetry missions (ERS, Envisat,
Jason). Over open ocean, the combination altimeter/radiometer is satisfactory. But in coastal zones, the signal coming from the
surrounding land surfaces contaminates the radiometer measurement and makes the humidity-retrieval method unsuitable.
Nevertheless, the exploitation of altimetry in coastal and inland water areas is a challenge for oceanography, and studies are in progress
to exploit altimetry for hydrological budgets over large continental basins.

1D-Var principle

Some data

An a priori or background information of the atmosphere and surface

Xb, and the collocated measurements Y0, are combined in a statistically
optimal way to estimate the most probable atmospheric state Xopt
(see[1]).
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St.dev:
Open sea: 0.74
Marine coasts: 7.30
Land: 14.4

Methodology with simulations

St.dev:
Open sea: 0.68
Marine coasts: 0.83
Land: 1.09

Reference: ECMWF model analyzes, 2007/03/01
Measurements: simulated (see [2]) with analyzes, monthly mean emissivity
maps (see [3]), antenna lobe parameters
Background: ECMWF model 12h-forecasts
Retrieval: solves for integrated cloud liquid water, and profiles of
temperature and specific humidity. Wet path delay is computed from
retrieved profiles. Wind speed background is forced to analyzes wind speed,
variance set to zero (˜ radiometer wind speed).

Different TB simulations
Measures: punctual
simulation, then
Gaussian smoothing

?

TB differences (K):
(TB variability & clouds)
During minimization:
punctual profile,
effective footprint

St.dev:
Open sea: 0.16
Marine coasts: 0.46
Land: 0.24
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